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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Grains prices to remain subdued as burden of high stocks continues to weigh on the market.

Dairy

Regardless of the commotion, full-year milk price forecasts for southern producers have edged higher.

Beef

Early or extended plant closures over the Christmas period will reduce buyer activity in the market.

Sheepmeat

Restocking activity supporting restocker and merino lamb prices.

Sugar

Currency and market volatility continue to pose risks for sugar prices.

Cotton

Improvement for cotton prices expected through the next six months, but risks for market volatility remain.

Wool

Supply continuing to make its way to market will test customer demand across different wool types.

Wine

Global wine production dips to near decade lows as the world looks set to draw down on stocks in 2016.

Fertiliser

Global urea benchmark prices showing signs of life.

FX

Financial markets continue to digest the surprise US Presidential election result.

Oil

Oil prices softened through November, but may rally next month if OPEC delivers its proposed supply cut.

Climate: A Welcome Easing of Precipitation
Total rainfall month to date, 1-15 November 2016

After months of above-average rainfall, most key
agricultural regions saw precipitation approach more
normal levels through the first half of November.
The easing rainfall was welcome for many producers,
given that irrigation allocations are already high in most
regions, there’s a need to harvest winter crops, plant
summer crops in the north and give sodden pastures
the chance to dry off.
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) is
forecasting a roughly even chance of wetter or drier
conditions for most key agricultural regions over the
November to January period. This marks a downgrade
on expectations for precipitation from the prior month.
The BOM has kept the La Niña status at ‘watch’, as has
been the case now since March. However, it notes that a
La Niña developing this late in the calendar year has
only occurred once since 1980.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2016

What to watch
•

The BOM is noting that warmer days and nights are likely across parts of eastern Australia in the November to January period.

November to January Rainfall Likely 'Normal'
Chance of exceeding median rainfall,
November to January 2016

La Niña status at WATCH

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2016

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2016

Global Grains Still Under Pressure
The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) wheat price fell back below USc400/bu in mid November.
The ASX January 17 contract also retreated, reaching AUD 228.30/tonne in November, its lowest
level since early September 2016.
The forecast average for CBOT wheat in Q4 remains at USc 415/bushel, with subdued
improvement expected through the first half of 2017 as high stocks and high production, both of
which were raised in the November USDA WASDE, continue to burden the market.
The Australian harvest is gathering some momentum, following earlier delays. While still a long
way to go for the current harvest, WA production forecasts have been revised lower this month
by the Grain Industry Association of WA to around 15 million tonnes. Although some 11% lower
than October’s estimate, this, if achieved, would still represent a 1.3% lift compared with 2015.
Canola remains the golden crop with both prices and yields for this season, although early days,
performing well thus far . Globally, the oils complex is expected to remain quite steady, which is
positive for the expected large Australian crop.
High-protein wheat remains a potential opportunity in the market, with the
Minneapolis/Chicago spread at a 2.5 year high. Concerns over Canadian quality have been
raised, and there is local uncertainty about how the frost and wet weather will impact across the
country.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

Following the US election results, markets are likely to remain somewhat uncertain and
volatile as the implications become clearer. Emerging market currency crosses will be
important to watch for global G&O markets. Rabobank released an article on potential
implications for agriculture which can be viewed here.

CBOT Wheat Softens Further
Wheat prices, Nov 2015- Nov 2016
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Southern Milk Prices Edge Higher
October rainfall was above average across many key dairying regions. Excess rainfall
continues to be problematic for dairy producers. The key issue now is the impact on the quality
of the fodder and grain crops and delays in harvesting hay. Dairy producers will be hoping for
more normal seasonal conditions in the coming months.
Trading conditions for most dairy producers remain a bright spot during a difficult period.
Temporary water prices have fallen to their lowest levels in a number of years, while fertiliser
prices have been forced down by global forces. Importantly, purchased feed prices are lower,
and availability is plentiful.
There has been some unusual activity in farmgate milk pricing over the past month. Despite the
commotion, the important element for southern dairy producers is that full-year price
expectations have shifted higher. Murray Goulburn’s revised full-year forecast price is now
AUD 4.95/kgMS (inclusive of a loyalty payment at season’s end).
Global commodity markets continue to recover, supported by underlying fundamentals.
Excluding the United States, milk supply is contracting in all key export regions. This is leading to a
tightening of new product availability– and has been exacerbated by uncertainty and growing
concerns about Oceania supply through the peak.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Less than favourable weather conditions have impacted production across the North
Island of New Zealand. While the South Island is in better shape, markets are keenly
watching how the shoulder of the season tracks.

•

US milk supply is bucking the global trend and raising questions as to how and where
the milk will be sold. US September production was up 2.1%—the strongest percentage
gain since January 2014 , supported by improved margins on the back of cheap feed prices.

Underlying Fundamentals Supporting Prices
Global dairy prices, 2012-2016
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Christmas Shutdowns
All cattle prices declined through October. The EYCI dropped 9% from the beginning of October
to AUD 6.55/kg cwt on 10 November. Historically, prices tend to start rising from the middle of
November, however, the degree to which prices stop falling or indeed increase will be heavily
influenced by plant shutdowns and processor buying activity over the coming month.
Slaughter numbers continue to remain low. The September slaughter numbers were down 20%
on the five-year average and the lowest September figures for 20 years. 555,000 head were
slaughtered in September, producing 158,284 tonnes cwt. Preliminary slaughter numbers for
October and November show numbers increasing but still below the five-year average.
Export volumes continue to be low, reflecting the lower production volumes. Exports for October
were down 29% YOY to 72,607 tonnes swt. The US market has seen the largest decline, down
44% YTD. Not only is the shortage in domestic cattle affecting export volumes and are higher
cattle prices affecting competitiveness, but the US beef cow slaughter is currently 13% higher
than a year ago, resulting in Australian 90CL trimmings trading at a 20 cent premium to US
product. USDA forecasts production to remain strong and, as such, future prices will remain soft.
The numbers of cattle on Australian feedlots fell in the September quarter to 788,873 head. The
average number of cattle on feed for the previous eight quarters was 940,000 per quarter.

What to watch
•

Beef

Processor buying activity. In 2015, when slaughter numbers were 10% higher than they are
at present, processors started closing early for the Christmas break with low stock numbers
cited as the reason. Some plants closed in late November and early December. Processors
could potentially adopt the same strategy this year or, if they have already had some
shutdowns, they might continue operating but take an extended break after Christmas. Either
way, extended shutdowns over Christmas could take some heat out of the market.

Soft Global Prices Will Put Pressure on
Summer Prices
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
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Flock Rebuilding Present
Lambs of slaughter weight have seen prices take the normal seasonal decline, however, trade
and merino lamb prices have held reasonably steady, suggesting the improved seasons are
leading producers to retain stock or rebuild flocks. The ESTLI dropped 11% since the start of
October to AUD 5.31/kg cwt on 9 November. National saleyard prices for merino and restocker
lambs fell 7% and 3% respectively, while heavy lambs fell 10% to 13% over the same period.
Heavy rainfall through September limited producers’ ability to send stock to market, and slaughter
numbers for the month were 7% lower YOY at 1.8m head. Initial reports for October show
numbers recovering towards levels seen in 2014 and 2015. Since the season improved mid year,
sheep slaughter has continued to track below the five-year average as producers retain sheep and
rebuild flocks. For the month of September, sheep slaughter was down 24% YOY at 612,000 head.
Lamb exports recovered slightly in October following a low month in September. For the month
of October, exports were down 2% YOY to 21,234 tonnes swt. Mutton exports continue to track
lower off the back of lower production. Mutton exports for October were down 28% YOY at
10,299 tonnes swt.

What to watch
•

Sheepmeat

The lower sheep slaughter in 2016 (YTD slaughter is down 10% YOY) off the back of
reduced slaughter in 2015, coupled with strong restocking lamb prices, indicates the
national flock could be on the increase. An increase in sheep numbers will lead to an
increase in lamb numbers and production through 2017.

Heavy Lamb Prices Fall as Production Comes
Online and Exports Increase
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

Australian Lamb Exports
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Full Speed Ahead For Harvest
As the end of 2016 rapidly approaches, the Australian sugar cane harvest continues at full
steam ahead. With about 70% of the forecast 36 million tonnes of cane crushed to date, mills are
gearing up to continue through December and maybe into January.
Sugar production, despite the largest cane crop since 2005, is expected to trail 2015
production to near 4.6-4.7million tonnes of raw sugar. This can be attributed to poorer sugar
content of the cane, limiting recovery. Weather uncertainty as the crush extends through
summer will also play a role in overall output as the risks of rain increase as the wet season
draws nearer. The Bureau of Meteorology forecast a 50% chance of average rainfall from
November to January through central and north Queensland.
The ICE#11 weakened through the month, after reaching four-year highs in October, with
the nearby contract dropping to USc21.19/lb at the start of November. There has been some
price fluctuation, traversing USc22/lb through the first half of November as markets digested
the US election results and the Brazilian real weakened. However, the nearby contract remains
close to the Rabobank USc21.6/lb forecast for Q4.
The outlook for prices in 2017 remains supported by the likely strong deficit. The net long
fund position and potential volatility in the Brazilian real both remain factors to watch as
downside risks to prices.

What to watch
•

Sugar

The Brazilian centre south harvest is coming to a close , with more than 85% of the 595
million tonnes of cane crushed at the end of October . Rabobank expects sugar production
to reach 34.5 million tonnes. Eyes are now turning to the outlook for next season. Our
Brazilian team have recently published an article with some early views on the outlook for the
world’s biggest producing and exporting nation, which can be accessed here.
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Sugar Price Falls Back From October Highs

Big Year Ahead For Cotton
Cotton planting in Australia has ploughed on through the last month and Rabobank’s
expectations are for an area planted to cotton in excess of 500,000 green ha and over 4.1m
bales of cotton produced. All areas but Southern NSW are forecast to lift both area and
production. The strong increases in both irrigated and dryland planting are driven by improved
water availability, as well as favourable cotton prices relative to alternatives.
The nearby December ICE#2 contract has been relatively steady through the first half of
November, compared to its volatile October which saw a 4c/lb range. While prices just pushed
USc70/lb at the time of writing, the average through November of USc68.6/lb is in line with the
Rabobank forecast for Q4 2016. Improvement is expected through the first half of 2017 as the
improved global balance sheet helps to support the market.
The November USDA WASDE revealed few surprises this month. US production estimates were
marginally lifted and global production and stocks raised on the back of a growing Indian crop
forecast. World ending stocks are projected at 88.3 million bales.
Australian exports have been buoyed heavily in the 2016/17 marketing year by a dramatic
increase in shipments to India. Shipments to September are at more than 630,000 bales or 30%
of total exports, compared with just 73,000 sent in 2015/16, or 3% of Australian exports. China in
the marketing year to date represents just 36% of Australian exports. Although unusual demand,
such as increases in alternate market demand will be crucial to move a 4m bale plus Australian
crop.

What to watch
•

Cotton

Competing fibre prices. Polyester remains at subdued levels and the price gap between
cotton and its main competitor in China remains wide. While cotton consumption is
forecast to improve in the 2016/17 season, significant further price rises may impact the
relative attractiveness of the fibre.

ICE#2 Bounces out of Its Range
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Rabobank forecasts the ICE#2 to average 68-70c/lb over the next 12 months.

Wool Volumes Picking Up
Drier conditions through the last month have lifted auction volumes, with the first two weeks in
November seeing the second and third largest offerings for 2016/17.
Prices responded with 2 consecutive weeks of losses for the benchmark Australian Eastern
Market Indicator, which fell to AUc1,290/kg clean from AUc 1,331/kg reached in October. While
all micron indicators retreated through November, crossbred types again bore the brunt of losses as
demand at this end of the market remains constrained.
Fine wool types, although also softening through the first two weeks in November, have been
performing well relative to mid micron indicators and crossbred types. 16.5-19.5m indicators
have made gains of around 10% since this time last year.
With declines of 7.1% of wool tested July-October finer than 19.5m, compared with a 3.6%
reduction across the clip, the supply profile of the clip continues to impact this relative premium
for fine wool and will remain important for the performance of individual types through the
season. Total supply is also expected to keep increasing as weather allows for more wool to reach
stores which will continue to test demand.
Wool exports in September lifted 20% compared with the same month last year. A lift in
shipments to China, Czech Republic and Italy all contributed to this increase. Strong exports to
China are positive for the market, with other key exporters like New Zealand seeing significant
retreats from the biggest wool buyer this season.

What to watch
•

Wool

The fibre market remains very competitive with very little improvement in polyester prices
and marginal gains for cotton. While historical low supply is certainly providing support to
the wool market, the competitive environment remains important to monitor.

EMI Loses Ground but Still Outperforming YOY
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator although weakening in early November is still outperforming YOY.

Slim Global Pickings in 2016
The Northern Hemisphere wine harvest looks set to come in below last year’s levels, led by a sharp
decline in France, which adds to a particularly light Southern Hemisphere harvest earlier this year.
The drop in global production looks to be part of a seasonal trend in global weather patterns, but also
in part reflects a structural trend in global vineyard investment. All-in-all, wine production will fall
well short of levels required to meet global consumer demand and estimated requirements for
industrial alcohol manufacture, leading to a significant draw-down on global inventories.
On closer inspection, the pattern in wine production over the past ten years has tended to closely
follow developments in the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) climatic relationship. Particularly the
years in which La Niña prevailed (i.e. 2007-09 and 2010-12) have tended to deliver smaller global
harvests.
In 2016, the ENSO indicators have been pointing towards a relatively weak La Niña event, but its
impacts on global wine production certainly fit with this recent historical pattern. Across the Southern
Hemisphere, Australia and New Zealand both observed larger wine harvests, while production fell
sharply in Chile, Argentina and South Africa. When taken together with the US harvest—which is
expected to be up on the previous year’s small harvest but no bigger than average—wine production
from the major new-world wine-producing countries will be more than 10% lower compared to both
the prior year, and the rolling three-year average.

What to watch


Wine

Chinese wine imports. The rebound in imports into the Chinese market continues to deliver
attractive growth for many of the world’s major wine exporting nations, but the rate of
growth is beginning to moderate as the initial surge of restocking draws to a close. Still,
bottled wine imports increased by 36.1% in value and 24.1% in volume in 1H 2016 versus the
same period last year, with most countries of origin posting gains.
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As global wine production misses a beat in 2016, the demand side of the equation remains relatively intact, especially
so for higher-quality wines.

Seasonal Demand Lifts Prices
Global benchmark prices for urea have lifted to their highest levels in more than a year. A
subtle shift in supply and demand fundamentals has been the main driving force. Seasonal
purchasing activity is picking up in South America and Europe, while supply in world markets has
contracted as Chinese exporters withdraw from the market.
In contrast, there has been very little change to global pricing for phosphate. Some
manufacturers continue to run plants at reduced rates. In key import markets, purchasing activity
is sluggish, meaning the market remains well-balanced.
Global potash markets remain in balance. Demand in large import markets continues to show
signs of life which has helped clear excess inventories. Major manufacturers are running at
reduced rates and new developments have been postponed.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

The recent rally in urea prices may impact cropping margins during the planting of
Australia's summer crop.

•

Global events have seen volatility across currency markets escalate. Any major shift in the
Australian dollar will influence local retail prices for the approaching summer crop.

Urea Prices Showing Signs of Life
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Global urea price staged a recovery in November as export availability from Chinese exporters continued to dry up.

Buckle Up!
The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) elected to leave the official cash rate on hold at 1.50%
following its meeting on 2 November 2016. In the lead up to the meeting, the release of Q3
2016 consumer price inflation (CPI) data contained few surprises, leaving room for the RBA to
sit back and observe the transmission of its current policy settings. The board will meet for
one last time this year, on 6 December, before reconvening in February 2017.
A look through the latest CPI numbers showed that the underlying measure of inflation (i.e.
excluding volatile items such as fruit, vegetables and automotive fuel) was largely steady
and in line with expectations, rising by 1.7% YOY in Q3 2016. There was, however, some
movement in headline inflation which ticked up to 1.4% YOY as significantly higher fruit (+19.5%
YOY) and vegetable (+5.9%) price inflation resulted from unseasonably cool, wet weather that
impacted product availability.
The US Presidential election has now passed and the surprise result initially caused financial
markets to recoil before, soon thereafter, reviewing things in a much more considered and
positive light. The US dollar initially jumped on the news of Donald Trump’s victory, not
because of any raised expectation of a steeper US Treasury bond yield curve, but rather due
to the sheer unexpected nature of the event and a flight to safety by investors. Subsequently,
the US dollar quickly stabilised along with the chances of a December rate rise by the US Federal
Reserve, which continues to favour further tightening.

What to watch
•

FX

We forecast AUD/USD easing towards 0.75 on a 12-month view. We still view a US interest
rate hike in December as a likely event. While our forecast remains unchanged from last month,
heightened volatility can be expected in the coming weeks and months as the finer details of
the intended policy agenda of the incoming Trump Administration come to hand and are
digested by financial markets. At this point, markets seem to be predicting a steeper US
Treasury bond yield curve.
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Attention again turns to the US Federal Reserve Board meeting on 14 December, but heightened volatility is anticipated
in financial markets as political events unfold over the coming weeks and months.

Oil Slips with OPEC Credibility
The price of Brent crude oil fell 12% in the month to 15 November, basically wiping out the
gains seen in the prior month.
The October rise appeared to have been heavily influenced by the announcement in late
September that OPEC had raised its intention to implement its first oil production cut in eight
years. The subsequent November fall appears to have in turn been driven by doubts over
whether OPEC could pull off a production cut. Some commentators are also suggesting that a
Trump administration may be positive for US production.
In the meantime, the fundamentals looked bearish, with OPEC’s October production hitting a
record level and the group forecasting a bigger 2017 over-supply than the IEA had.
OPEC is still scheduled to meet on 30 November to discuss a potential supply cut.
For now, the price of Brent crude closed within the USD 40-USD 50 trading range, in which it has
now oscillated for the last eight months.
Wholesale diesel prices also fell. The Sydney average terminal gate diesel price sat at AUD 1.05
on 15 November, down five cents on late October pricing.
After taking a breather last month, global freight rates resumed their upward path in
November. Market commentators attribute the ongoing rally to rising demand for shipments at
the same time that scrapping rates are rising and new orders are stagnant.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

OPEC’s 30 November meeting. The market has factored in the recent proposal to reduce
supply; so any failure to execute on that will be negative for pricing.

•

Downside risk to dry bulk freight prices. The next few months will be a key test for
global freight markets, as the cyclical rebalancing of supply and demand battle
against the traditional seasonal downturn in the BDI through Q4.

Freight Rates Rejoin their Recent Rally
Brent Crude oil price, Nov 2015-Nov 2016
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 16/11/2016
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